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PREFACE

In this dissertation, an attempt has been made to present a

systematic study of charged fields with integral spin s >y 1 in

interaction with the electromagnetic field. The first part of

the work has been devoted mainly to the discussion of the

electromagnetic interaction of charged vector mesons with arbitrary

magnetic moment. A new method has been proposed to describe these

interactions and the theory has been shown to be renormalisable by

using the * £ -limiting technique* . In the second part, the
%

interaction of charged higher spin fields, in particular the spin

2 field, with the Maxwell field has been studied and it has been

found that the local Quantum Field Theory of Bose particles with

s >y 2 is inconsistent in the presence of an external electro¬

magnetic field.

All the material presented in this dissertation is asserted

to be original except where explicit references are cited. The

work described in the first part of this thesis has already been

submitted to Nuclear Physics for publication.
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PART I

OK. THE RENORMALIZABLE EIJXTROUGHSTIC INTERACTIONS

OF CHARGED VECTOR M5S0HS



PART I

ON THE RSNORMALIJABLKLfJCTROMAQNETIC INTERACTIONS OF

GI1ARGSD VECTOR MESONS

1. Introduction

In the conventional renorraalisation theory all interactions

of vector mesons, except when a neutral vector meson field is

coupled with a conserved current, are known to "be non-renormalisable.

Moreover, in the canonical formalism of the quantised vector meson

theory there are the additional difficulties due to the presence

of infinite and non-covariant tenas in the vacuum expectation

value of the T-product of the two field operators. Lee and

Yang1) have proposed a * £ -limiting technique* to circumvent
these difficulties associated with the quantised theory of vector

mesons. Further, by using this * £ -limiting* process and the
artifice of a negative metric, the electromagnetic interactions

of a charged vector meson with arbitrary magnetic moment have

been shown to be renormalisable. Hov/ever, in their treatment of

the anomalous magnetic moment and quadrupole moment of vector

mesons which are taken account of in the theory by the introduction

of direct interaction of electromagnetic field strengths with the

meson field variables, Lee and Yang1) have used, it appears from

the p-formalism, a particular combination of meson fields and

electromagnetic fields.

In the first order formulation of the theory of vector mesons



in interaction with the electromagnetic field, which has been

discussed here in section II, there are other interaction terms

apart from the ones considered by Lee and Yang. We have shown

that these interactions also contribute to the magnetic and

quadrupole moment of the charged vector meson, but the presence

of these terms in the interaction Lagrangian makes the theory

divergent in a non-renormalisable way in the Yang-Lee1^ scheme.

However, it was pointed out by Kemmer ' that in the second order

formulation one can also describe spin one particles in terras

of an antisymmetric tensor of second rank instead of a vector

field. In Sections III and IV we have developed at length this

'Inverted scheme* of Keimaer2'' and discussed the * £ -limiting'
technique* in this formulation. Although for non-interacting

systems the two modes of description are exactly equivalent,

they differ considerably when the interaction is introduced.

In particular for electromagnetic interactions, the non-

renormalisable interaction terms in the Yang-Lee scheme are

renormalisable in this formulation (see V).
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The Renormalisabilit.v of Vector Meson Interactions

1.1. General Criteria of Renormalisability

The theory of an interacting system which is completely

determined, hy the initial interaction Lagrangian and the

structure of the causal Green* s functions is said to he

renormalisable"^ if

R is the highest order of the derivatives in the propagator
of the internal line

T\ is the maximum number of the internal lines which can meet
at a vertex Vt »

and OJi is called, the index of the vertex Vc •

If the condition (l.l) is satisfied by an interacting

system, then the number of primitively divergent diagrams that

can occur in the theory is finite and the introduction of a

finite number of counter terms in the Lagrangian removes all
. ■mAX- V ^

the divergences. On the other hand, if CJ± ^>0 » an
infinite number of counter terms will be needed to cancel all

the divergences and such a theory will be called non-renormalisable.

We shall now discuss specifically the interactions of the

vector meson field with the spin \ Permion field, the spin 0

boson field and the electromagnetic field.

Let the interaction Lagrangian be of the form

(1.1)

where

(1.2)
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where we have assigned that the interaction Lagrangian may

contain F factors of a Fermion field, \J factors of a vector

meson field, ft factors of a spin 0 Boson field, f\ factors

of the electromai. fcic field and t) derivatives. Equation (l.l)
written in terms of the number of different field factors is

""uuc.

; =■ 2-F + + ft> f ptD - q ^ 0 • (<2 \1 (1o;

The following are the conventional interaction Lagrangians for

the vector meson field in interaction with the Permion field

and the electromagnetic fields

(a)

(to) ,

(0) Y^O + ^s) Yv +-^ ^FS,Yw0+y5)X^m ,

(a) - Wv+)(^v Uy — Uv) - -Uv« . e*-j Q
~^"v) (<?>v - (pjjUf) )

( e) Env U>T Uv i

(f) Y Guv Y ,

(g) ^Y GuV^sYGmV ,

(h) -4C <pA ( ^ <^AV - faGuV £ av")
t £v 9^v £ v A >

(1) te K FM\) GAL i° Gf>V ([-qj
where
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is the vector meson field,

(pjm is the electromagnetic potential,
\y is a Fermion field with spin
((. is a dimensionless constant,

and

(T>u.v - - Ym Y^C ,

= 2/x cp^ - 2v (pju,
~ 2/4 U.v — 2 >) U/a ,

C/av ^ 2/^Wv — 2v U/a .

Now applying the criterion (1.3) one can see that none of the

interactions listed in (l.U) is renormalisahle. Of course, in

these discussions we have not taken account of any fortuitous

cancellations that may occur in the theory. In all the inter¬

actions in (l.U), it is the longitudinal part of the vector

meson propagator which gives rise to the non-ranormalisahle

divergences and in certain cases it may so happen that the

individual vertex factors corresponding to the longitudinal

part of the vector meson field will cancel one another and the

criterion (1.3) will he satisfied hy the remaining vertices.

The interaction Lagrangian (a) where a neutral vector meson

field has "been coupled to a conserved current is one such

example. This Lagrangian does not satisfy the renormalisability

criterion (1.3)» So it is apparently a non-renormalisable

interaction, but in actual fact the non-renormalisable divergences

do not occur in this theory. In order to show this we shall

introduce the Stueckelberg formalism of the vector meson theory.



The vector meson field Uu,(W) is decomposed into a transverse

and a longitudinal part

UaO) =• K&) + W (1#5)

where the fields ndt*} and A(*) satisfy the following equation of

motion and the coronutation relations in the interaction picture

= 0 , (1.6)
(o - Pi (*) - ^ >

(1.7)

f/lyxL*") ) ^v(^)J — ^MV }
(1.8)

[BW > BOO"] - ^ c*-*)
(1.9)

^n the interaction picture the state vector '(t) satisfies
the following Schroedinger equation4^

n*-; (1.10)

together with the subsidiary condition

f 5m + ^ ^0"-) = 0L (1,11)

where

H,O; = -'3TWT„rwn#w - ,

TW (i.i2)

and -k, — J.-*., e£**2. J?1*.?, .

Nov; we transform the system with the unitary operator

so that
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¥& —■=■ m&)•¥<*) . (ia3)
*> o'(t) r= uWowr'W

(I.iu)

where

Q(j?) is any operator in the interaction picture and
uc*) is given hy

Iiu) - ilfa ]"?('*') rrf [*-)&(*) <***-UC*) ~ -c J (1#15)

In the new representation equation (1.10) is given by

'^r^~- das)

and the subsidiary condition is

+ f(+)- C .

One can see from equation (1.16) that the interaction Hamiltonian

containing the longitudinal part of the vector meson field dis¬

appears in the new representation and so does the surface term

-1 wi"z jif1' • The new interaction Hsmiltonian in equation
(1.16) satisfies the renorrnalisability criterion (1.3). The

scattering matrix $ ' in the new representation is related to

the scattering matrix 5 in the former representation by the

following equation ;

S'a U (°c) S U t~ °c) (1>18)

Assuming the adiabatic hypothesis under which the interaction



Is switched off at time "t - i ^ , we get

u0<*0 - ur - \

and S (1.19)

so the interaction (a) in (l,h) is really renormalisable.

Regarding the renormalisability of the interaction

Lagrangian^f^ in (l,3)» where a neutral vector meson field has
been coupled to a partially conserved current, there have been

controversial claims by different authors, Glashow5^ and

Divakaran ' have claimed that this interaction is renormalisable

On the other hand, Salsm, Kamefuchi and 0*Ralfeartaigh have shown

it to be non-renormalisable, In what follows we shall make a

brief review of the two methods and try to resolve the contro¬

versy.

The current given by

u<20)
is not conserved, but satisfies what is called a partial con¬

servation law:

(l.zi)

where M is the mass of the Fermion field. Equation (1,21) is

true in the Heisenberg picture also. By making use of the

Stueckelberg formalism, the interaction Lagrangian («) can be

written as

ijrvTSYU^= vrsyiv + £:Yvv5Y2»B
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Now If we neglect a four divergence and use equation (1.21),
the interaction Lagrangian reduces to the following:

The coiTiautation relations in the interaction picture for the

Stueckelberg fields are given by equations (1.8) and (1.9)#

and those for the Fermi fields are

[v-w > % (*■'■)3 - - L$«<-p(-*•-~,y) U.2&)

where (*•-■».') _ 3/u - ">) &(*-*.')

so, "both the terms in (1.23) satisfy the renormalisability
XPLK.

criteria with WL- - 0 • This is the approach used by
Glashow"^ and Divakaran^ to show the renormalisability of a

partially conserved current coupled to a neutral vector meson

field.

Salam, Kamefuchi and 0*Raifeartaigh"^ have rigorously

established and made use of an equivalence theorem to show the

non-renormalisability of the interaction (b) in (1.3). This

equivalence theorem which was first proved by Chisholm states

that if the field variables of an interacting system in Quantum

Field Theory undergo a point transformation represented by

<frC*) * py'C^J = [ 9s C"°) | (1.25)

where Cpy 0**) contain the variables hut not their
time derivatives and also Cpr(t^) can be expressed as a power
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series in terms of the variables <Ps & and vice versa,
then the Lagrange equations, the canonical commutation relations,

the energy-momentum tensor and the S-matrix remain

invariant under this transformation.

Let the Lagrangian density for the vector meson field

interacting with the Fermi field be given by

<C - oCF + cC^M +• k +<£ , {X.26)

where

cC p — Y +" K ) Y )

^ ft/* ^ "" i. - -L ftA ,

<^1= iy V r„r5 t

and UM - SU ft

After applying the point transformation

, \ . 1/ s ~l9/^ Th- ^ (*o)vWx«) ^ Y C*\) = *' b L /
_ rW ,

Y 0$ —-> Y '(M — rF

ft,*. 60 -—5. (S> _ vw ,

h(y) .—a - ft (*)

(1.27)
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and expressing the transformed variables in terms of the original

ones we get

•eCf1, t'; 1*' , i ft' > ft'» A)
— f +- k) Y - ^^ - LdKn2*.ft

+ Y

(1.28)

The interaction Lagrangian is now given "by

«£, = (.5 fWy Y 8^ -t- ? «*4? r* ft
_ f (1.29)

The first tern in trie expression (1.29) is renormalisable. The

second term gives an infinite number of primitively divergent

diagrams and there is no possibility of any cancellation in the

higher orders. The same result can also be derived by using

other methods^' and one of them is to apply the following

unitary transformation

f X t) = U(t) f Or)
Ci*)-> o'C*) = uWOWr'W (i_3o)

where

is the state vector,

00) IB any operator in the interaction picture,
and \X L+) is given by

U(t) — € "jJfWr,r} (i.3i)



In our opinion the interaction Lagrangian t<3 "V

is non-renormalisable and the result claimed "by Glashow and

Divakaran is erroneous. They have shown the equivalence between

the interaction Lagrangians (1.22) and (1.23) by using the

equation (1.21) which is a consequence of the equation of motion

of the Peraion field and the use of this property of the current
• 5"

in the Lagrangian itself has produced the erroneous

result derived by them.

The minimal electromagnetic interaction of the charged

vector meson field represented by the interaction Lagrangian

( d) in (1.4) is non-renormalisable according to the conventional

renormalisability criterion (1.3). Yang and Lee"^ have developed

a method called the * £, -limiting process* and by using this
technique they have shown that the electromagnetic interaction

of a cha rged vector meson with arbitrary magnetic moment is

renorrnalisable. In fact, by using the 1 % -limiting process*
all the interactions from (a) to (e) listed in (1.4) can be shown

to be renormalisable. This method consists essentially in intro¬

ducing in the Lagrangian an additional term dependent on the

dimensionless parameter * E, * which in the limit tends to

zero. As a result of this the vector field Uyu describes,
in the absence of interactions, not only the spin one particles

but a system of uncoupled spin one and spin zero mesons. The

vacuum expectation value of the T -product of two operators

id and contains two parts! one corresponds to the
propagation of the spin one particles and the other corresponds

to the propagation of the scalar mesons. At high energies the



spin zero part of the propagator behaves like a regulator to

the longitudinal part of the vector meson propagator and the

theory becomes renormalisable provided the limit 0

exists*

In the usual canonical formalism where the vector field

describes the spin one particles, it is not possible to

renormalise the interactions (f), (g), (h) and (i) in (1.3)

even by using the £ -limiting technique. In the inverted
scheme which we have developed here these interactions have

been shown to be renormalisable with the aid of the -

limiting technique in this inverted scheme.
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2. Electromagnetic Interaction of Vector Mesons with Anomalous

Magnetic Moment,

The equations of motion for spin one particles can be written

in a variety of ways. But as the second order equations can always

be derived from the first order equations and as also the

definition of a minimal electromagnetic interaction is not unique

in the second order formulation, we prefer to work with the first

order form of the theory, in particular, with the Kemmer form11''
of the equations.

The equations of motion in this formalism are;

+m)Y = o
(2.1)

where W is a column matrix of ten components and the 0 arei fx

(10 x 10) matrices obeying the following commutation rule;

ftv p> A +" p>\ pv ^ \l X -t 1^ • (2.2)

Pour of the ten equations following from equation (2.1) are not,

strictly speaking, equations of motion. They do not contain time

derivatives in any representation for the 0 and can be regarded

as subsidiary conditions. The remaining six equations correspond

to the six degrees of freedom necessary to describe a particle

with spin one. Equations (2.1) can be derived from the following

Lagrangian with the help of a variational principle
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<£-=. Y +* "O^ (2,3)

The Minimal electromagnetic interaction is introduced by the gauge

invariant replacement, fa—fa where tpji
is the electromagnetic potential.

After such a replacement equation (2.1) describes a vector

meson with magnetic moment e/zm and no quadrupole moment.

If translated into vector notation, the interaction Lagrangian and

the equations of motion will have the following form :

t . ... +o^i - j- te 3 <«V , (2,U)

= fa b V - f\jx )

C>M 5m v •=. -m A V/ (2.5)

^ = rMVr , Ha = >

fa- Q Qiv + i^uv rv . (2>6)

The quantities Ha are the Harisch Chandra matrices and

9/uv = <pMAi - <Pm AM > fa= * ,
"t" "f" ,
= 3/^v - 3v" V . ^ = 2fa

~f~ = complex conjugate times (-1)^, where N = number of subscripts U
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The anomalous magnetic moment of the particle, if it has any,

can be accounted for by introducing the term CcK V firM Y
in the Lagrangian where JC is a constant. By using the expressions

(2.6) we get

Y f>tV r=. <-eK frj As) + i.eK-

(2.7)

(12}
It was first pointed out by Paulix ' that an interaction terra

of the form <.e k Fy y bp. in the Lagrangian will contribute
to the magnetic moment of the particle. In the Appendix we have

shown that the second term in expression (2.7) will also add to

the magnetic moment and the quadrupole moment of vector mesons.

For a positive vector meson they are, respectively,

M - - e.K/im S/ ~~ ' (2.8)

Ql ~

where S is the spin of the vector meson.

Lee andYang^1^ have considered only the first terra in expression

(2.7) to take into account the anomalous magnetic moment of the

particle. Inclusion of an interaction tern like te K ^ Cif V
will make the theory non-renormalisable in their formalism. But

from the p-fomalism, it is clear that the presence of the second

term of expression (2.7) in the interaction Lagrangian is as much

justifiable as that of the first term. In fact, our way of intro¬

ducing the direct interaction of E - M field strengths with thp
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vector meson field is the most natural one, as /^V/*/*V
is the spin operator in the first order formulation of the theory.

Of course, if instead of using /2>v /V1)^
one uses ± U K V (j""** ft) (//** f1 v ~V |V)Y f)wV in 1516 interaction
Lagrangian, where (2, = jfl ^ jl \ , then

for u, =. -L

^ LtKY [ t p>M p> ~ J2>\) /VjY f/ttV
- x » & . A + A K * '

and for 7^-1-
<3

±i
=- $UKV*v<;/£f<if>v (2-lo)

For any other value of X , we have on the right hand side a

linear combination of expressions (2.9) and (2.10).
The equations of motion in first order which correspond to

>0=4 and Jl are given, respectively, byZ- 2>

- 3v~ /V
^ +ii*K F}uV (2* 11)

and

cW — w /?v
(2.12)
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The second order equations following from equations (2,11) are

(j)/Z fiv - wMv -UK\ a 0
(2.13)

where K | — 4^ ^ 7,1 •

To get second order equations from equations (2,12), it is more con¬

venient to eliminate ¥ and write down the equations in terms of
, Thus we get

i/j. (2A <JAV) "" 2v (2hShfj) - (2
+ «*^f>A<5AV - FvACJA/x) - o

where K-t =. -L k in

Equation (2,13) is the conventional form of the wave equation

for a charged vector meson in interaction with the electromagnetic

field and having magnetic moment X. (_i-«./-wi and quadripole
moment , Equation (2,14) also describes a vector

meson with magnetic moment €,Jyn and quadrupole
moment Kt/-m"V , This scheme, though comparatively un¬

familiar, has the advantage that one can consider an interaction

term like C-t l< F^.y» tja >j in this formalism. In the follow¬
ing sections we discuss the -limiting technique in this

inverted scheme.
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3*1• Lagrangian

We shall discuss first the free vector meson field in the

inverted scheme. Equation (2.14) with e = 0 can be obtained

from the following Lagrangian ;

t
X - ^ CtX^ ClM-V (3.1)

(3.2)

The free Hamiltonian Hc is given by

He = - Hi'Ht (yj iv) - if
~~071^ ^

Wher®./7V =

and //^/t are respectively the momenta canonically con-
-j—

Jugate to ^4^ and :

;

+"
^ _ -h * (3.3)/T^lt - - rfqk ) Cmk — _

2**, are not independent •coordinates* but can be expressed in

terms of other canonically independent variables. They are given

explicitly by

O = ^ -m"2- , Qik - i'n-^CZ.X {/C j
c\ - r * (3,4)C/tfc - Qik .

The free field can be expressed in terms of the creation and

annihilation operators of the transverse and longitudinal mesons.

In terms of these operators one has the following representation
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for the fields and their conjugate momenta:

^ ^ " "f- C2^ **jf> (ik-r _ Coir)k,f L - ^rv— '

A-

+• (^i |i_. 4- + £

£- fUAjj / t ^ . T ^ iu-b)
k,r L ~ ^

- -^M0 <• fe* X. - C ^ +)

+- *y L f Z —fL. CJ ) "2- f~ /} *^ / / i \Z- L J

//*,AA.

— GO
™ Ik

- -^m5 cj k

(3.5)

handed

J.

where •€ ^ , •£ ^ and /: - M ^ | ' form a right-]
^ "" '

orthonormal set of unit vectors, £j — / ^ w 2^ ^ Q
and -H_ = normalisation volume.

In the expressions (2.5) #/t (r = 1, 2) and
■ r—'

are the annihilation operators for the positively charged
* fx)

transverse and longitudinal mesons, respectively, and
*o)

OL^ are the corresponding creation operators. Similarly,
***

%
£>k and are the annihilation and creation operators for
Ar- A-

the negatively charged mesons. In terms of these operators the
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free Hamiltonian HQ is given by
H. - £ « + i) * % » (*f

+ same terms with a —> b ,

The commutation relations at equal time are given by

[rr^Cx,*), Qh

(3.6)

(3.7)

n. — m

■h i~
and all other commutators between

> ffqi,c , rfqk
are zero.

The covariant commutation relations are

<>v ("O > Q\e ("'J]
[2v3/o + 2/t 2A - 2>) 2A

— £ V A ^y° J A (*•-"*•'J ''
where

= -t (7ns)-1 (***

3.2. Interaction and Feynman Diagrams

The minimal electromagnetic interaction can be introduced by

the gauge invariant replacement , ^a —5 2a - 1 e » ln
Lagrangian (2,1). Then by a unitary transformation we go over to
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the interaction representation. In this picture the interaction

Hamiltonian and the propagator of the vector meson field are

given, respectively, hy

<^AV — CJAN))
- q^^ qHy __ X rrjJ (cp x fitf)

+
- +■

<Tj5

^ _ t 2aq*k } rfifk ^ -c^A^xk

jft* -S lfi,k ) k =• I, 2* ;

V W qf,
.

JJS/U.X?\i3^+-S^ ^( J? • j •-

rC*->) = -cY-r^Ve C3 '°

— — w ~ ^

A,

= d>r(-cdf,)> PY fxfA
In the canonical formalism the field variables Cfifc are no^

•independent coordinates'. They are treated as dependent coor¬

dinates in terms of ^ and the momenta conjugate to q^ •
rv~ *v-

So the interaction Hamiltonian has a non-covariant term, and the

non-covariant terms in the propagator are needed for the con¬

tinuity of the ~T -product of the field variables at time

t - 0. But according to a general theorem proved in reference

1) the entire S-matrix calculated from HcM-. (3*9) by using

the expression (3*10) as the vector meson propagator is the
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sams as that generated by the following modified interaction

Hamiltonian and modified propagators

HtM- — (fx —2/U)
*b

-

J (3.11)

V«-C-.<t[5MI (*)QH 0)} >v
X[^S/ux3v9/0 A —^/C/°9V9A

- Sv\9/i3/>"^ AP .

— m

(3.12)

The resulting Feynman diagrams obtained by using the standard

procedure of Dyson and Wick^-^ are listed in Table 1.

4. ^ -Limiting Formalism

Although we have now a covariant theory, it is still not

renormalisable. To remove this difficulty we use the -

limiting technique in our formulation of the vector meson field

theory.

4.1. Lagrangian

In this formalism we add two more terms to the Lagrangian

(3.1) proportional to a dimensionless parameter % and
then take the limit £ —> 0.
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^ t .f-oC - <7/A ^/WN/ +■ -L C^y)
+ * (_i P/.<;*m)

The equation of motion that follows from the Lagrangian (4.1)

is

V^X^AN) + ^-e^Ap^Allp - 0 (4.2)

where

Uf = 9x<5V > W = i-tAp>UV(;^

The free Hamiltonian HQ is given by

He •= -a?ft, +iLx*&)-S + iLz*$.Hr)s - Qz it) Czii)
- ~ - l~'Z+£ ¥l 2'(2*£<r)
+'£^s*s,+; - i(j z+)(j z) ■

(4.3)

In the expression (4.3)

5 /^/e , 3 ^ " l} z J 5 ;

^/t = ^ ^ ^ ^ L } U) -i a/v-c C*j-e£-*- >

^ = - % , S«t = - ,

C= 4* , Q + = •

and are, respectively, the momenta conjugate to
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-f
and (^Av and are given by

tf^s) = -I S^^A^A/ +- ^A^A/A" -
■ht ^ 9/A t/V - .

(4.4)

-|-
ffltV — t btjju 9a^av -t- c Sqg 2a <^a.m - t ^ 3t| ^><v

+ t| , (4#^

The free fields correspond to a system of uncoupled vector mesons

and pseudovector mesons and in momentum space they have the

following representation!

*" £a-kf"e-x*' £ «■!*• I - £ *>"0

k L —
<V"

+ ^ £2--/LV) ^C-k ^<r (L"fc.-X +■ +" ((k-Y - «-'V+)] lM/"n)~<fe

ft r 4 • &J . v->
^ ^"r L (1 ^ (sLk l +clJ+) - L>u (^ik l -iu+JJ £

Crj
k

+ £c (2^ucj)-i
k

k ■e*-p 6"l-'X + <-w — t>V (r1 -t(J ^ (5
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£ (x-n-v) 1 [tk ^ (-( k-r - t jlfw (-ik-r tivtjl ™ €«>
fC >Y "* -»/V> '

+ £^jiv)"x rc*ww^ic.T _;j+)
#v—

- f" ««cf> (_ L I* • Y - if 0 - l^^tp^k-Y
fc ^

/s——

-f C ^2. -A- «) t A-j^-fX-p ^iU-Y-l^t) — If -CnVf X + 1 ^ Q^-|
k

+ £_ I (i-rL^) (^ik.r-<vt)](v/«i)-fe^
!~ >r

4 £, (•■»-»)-4fc»_r[i(1., (.<()_ j;»^(.t ,^-j
fe-^

where

t) - (jfeV ™1)"^ >0 ; Nl= %■ -m'L) ^>0 ,

m'"= r'«% i i= feltl"'
- V

In the expansion (4.6) h 2^) and are, res¬
pectively, the annihilation operators for transverse and

longitudinal pseudovector mesons. €jc (T * iffcJ an(^

(X/f ^ are the corresponding creation operators. and
/V* 'V*

are, respectively, the annihilation and creation operators

for the negatively charged pseudovector mesons.
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By substituting the formulae (4.6) into the expression for

the free Hamiltonian (4.3) one obtains

Ho- u +- ) -v-
, v v_ ^ ^ / u —

y . f A, a, . \ / i ((**&) A, (x) i "\-1 ^ Ce-t +-Jt)-^Cc'k_ Cir+--U
a-

-4-same terms with a -q> b and c ->? d (4.7)

The equal time commutation relations are given by

C~> ^ Ap (jC.',-p) t (_£/*X £vp — ^

[CvC*'*)' •

(4.8)

The free field propagator consists of two parts, the first part

corresponding to the vector and the second part to the pseudo-

vector meson, and is explicitly given by

$/xV,Ap = ^PV^-U)'1 S/xXfvfV/^
- Svp + S/u.p Pv fx /w X +-SvA ™ 1 ?V>A f'V'"1

+" ^><-A ^vp FV^J-C (j\ %-*** T- +.C-6 )"' pv p^
— ivp ^ PA/TTI ■*- -p- /°v/ fx/»»ii f J0/® /**i_- £vx py^x_

~f~ 'b/^X S^/a py>n

(4.9)
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From the above expression for the propagator in momentum space

it may appear that the pseudovector part of it will act like a

regulator to the divergent terms in the first part. But in

fact it is not so, because the denominator of the first part

(fS- -t-L-fc-) • Apart from this, the Hamiltonian is now

indefinite - as the pseudovector mesons appear in our theory

with negative energy.

4.2. Negative Metric

In order to make the free Hamiltonian positive definite

and also to change the sign of in the pseudovector

part of the propagator, a negative metric is introduced in
the Hilbert space. We use the identical Lagrangian given by

expression (4.1) except that the hermitian conjugate operators

are now replaced by

contains (YV ■m'"— V£/ and that of the second part has

(4.10)

where y\ is the metric of the Hilbert space and is given by

£'r

k (4.11)
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The free field Harailtonian and the equal time commutation

relations are given by the expressions (4.3) and (4.8) ,

t -j- 4
respectively, with ^ and ff^ replaced by (J/av
and , respectively.

After the change of metric the field operators have the

following representation in momentum space!

(y)
^ =■ £ fa?3-*** (>k-r-c'tJt) + Offa)

k,r ^ L -

+ £ ^ i-tc-r - Li-i ir) + (J. j<- y_ +- Ld +J ^
h*

+
t y +CVtf]

+ £^)-ijc^C^ r-iv*) ^£%<7k_•r.+^+)](-jfe|^)

kj ^M.'

6 (^2"_ru *0 1 ^Hf> Y +-i.*0 + ) _ -CXY (~ik- Y J ^

^ (^2.-r^y \.j~ ^tkr (_tlr +-uJ | k| /»n^)
A

+ ^.L(j'JV(J) ^ £a.jf~c*sp (j. k-Y -t j - tk fc -Y H-t'J-Oj (jM/"1,) HkIs

+. £_ l - "*) -^%6-fe-i ^lOV-O^
fe/r
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*"

ky
'

-j. ^ (- ijc.r + i\K) -t- t

(4.12)

The free Hamiltonian, which is now positive definite, is given

by

Ho = £_ (X^o-f t i) + i- Ca^afe; + ±)v-- •»*— »V- I. ^
k, Y t
«"v»- '

+ £ (e;v; +■0 +£
u>r fe
»v«-

+ same terms with a —? b and c -~> d.

(4.13)

The change of metric also changes the sign of (t "O in the

pseudo-vector part of the propagator (4,9)» So the

deoendent terms in the propagator act like regulators.

5.1, Interactions In the & -limiting Formalism

We shall discuss a vector meson field with arbitrary

magnetic moment and quadrupole moment in interaction with the

electromagnetic field.

The Lagranglan and the equations of motion are given by

j ~f"* I | _ot - C[MV 2 A C/A\) + £, (jl 2A <£/«• V
— ^ ^>V ^ V • ' *x^
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-f-teK{^f>X(^X\) - R\)xQam) = 0 (f>,2)

Now by a unitary transformation we go over to the interaction

picture where the space-time dependence of the field operators

is the same as in the free case. The metric of the

Hilbert space is still given by expression (4.11) in the inter¬

action picture.

The Hamiltonian in the interaction picture is

H - He +- He**.

where

Ht~+- - £<- a C^M _ 2/U ^AV*)
- (j^M- (f V <?<//? +" <^A

-"?<?A<?>«V O^A^-^CJav) +*xiq?£<PLQi*GLK
~ "k e % Gin — tekRjy,y (\ju.p*Gf>v
+- Gpi- G*.p Gp

(5.3)

is not hennitian and consequently the S-matrix is not

unitary. But they satisfy the following relations

f
j.

T| Hcwf \ — rUovf , (^.4)

TJ.-I S+>1 =. S"1 .

(5.53
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Now if we assume that the total energy of the system is always

less than *m « then there can be no pseudovector mesons

either in the initial or final state. So \ and the

S-matrix is truly unitary provided that S •

5.2. Fevnman Diagrams and Renormalisabilitv

Feynman diagrams for such a theory can be written down by

using the Dyson-Wick procedure. The expressions for the pro¬

pagators and vertices are listed in Table II,

At high energies the propagator for the vector meson varies

asymptotically like P~z for ^ > 0 • So all the divergences
in the higher order diagrams can be renormalised in the same way

as in the theory of charged scalar mesons interacting with the

electromagnetic field.
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<Vppandix I

Calculation of Magnetic and Quadrupole Moments,

To the approximation in which the magnetic field H is

constant in space and time and the gauge of the electromagnetic

field is chosen in such a way that Cptf - 0 and also the
second and higher powers of the magnetic field are neglected,

the magnetic moment can "be defined by the space vector M_
given by

H- rt -
(Al)

where is the interaction Lagrangian.

The contribution from the first term in expression (1.7)

to the magnetic moment of the vector meson is -tf/w and

that from the second term is given by

(A2)
H Pi — - j J-"2"*, (ji LVI Q Cf f- H tv\ Qt.if Cf *>1 /

where HJn = Hi ) n> "t are cyclic.

Expanding the vector meson field in terms of the annihilation

and creation operators and considering the limiting case where

the mesons are at rest, one obtains from the expression (A2)

M3 = (— aS + di ®do ^/V- (A3)
, / ® l ^i- bo be — *°d toe
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where is the magnetic moment along the Z, -axis.

'depression (A3) can further be diagonalised^ and the

magnetic moment of the vector meson is given by

__ - e.K/iw
for positive mesons

jv^ - S_ (A4)
for negative mesons

The quadrupole moment 6L is defined by

61= ^2,7t- <A5)

where p is the static charge density for the state + | •

The current density due to the interaction Lagrangian
■j-

i*-*- CjpV is

J/* - §(> v - Q (A 6)

By substituting the value of p in expression (A5) and taking
into account that p is the charge density in the state

$<% - 1 one obtains

Qu = 2-
(A7)
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/JPSNDIX II

The stueckelberg Formalism in the Inverted Scheme

In the second order formulation the following equation of

motion

one particles. Of the four equations contained in (5.2) only-

three are essentially independent so that the tensor

only three independent components corresponding to the three states

of polarisation of the spin one particles.

The equation of motion (5.1) and the subsidiary condition

(5.2) may he derived from the following Lagrangianj

— 0
(Al)

together with the subsidiary condition

9 A ^7 m. V +■ A =. O (A2)

where £/tcV is an antisymmetric tensor, describes the spin

(A3)

The dynamic equation is

(Ah)

and by multiplying eqn. (Ah) with -L 5* we get
the subsidiary condition (A2}.
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Xn the jtueckelberg formalism the field Cf^ is decomposed into
two parts:

+ -L^ ftp )

<? XXV =. -^v -6/xV\p "3 A ftp" ;

*> 4" Kl

C?iic - Qik } Gtii = - qt-<, j

= - Re" , < = ft* ■

(A5)

The Lagrangian in this theory is

= ft/tW <2A - h

- -L ft/- ) (2/* &\) - Pv ft/x) ~ ^K/a. •

which gives the wave equations

(p-w9sAV _ 0 ,

(j5/< fl W — 2 v/ £,u) — 7,1 ^ ft V =. 0

(A6)

(A7)

(A3)

Prom equation (5.8) we can also derive

(O-ml) - C } (A9)

2/x ^ =. O - (A10)

If we now assume the following initial conditions on a flat
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space-like surface at time i

( + rr' — 0 o~>\ V * 4-, .

(Allj f

}tf (J)\j ZlV/A + [V^> =-0 a* + - ^ \ )
(A12) ,

^ere ^ ^ i^VAp^Ap >

then by virtue of the wave equations (A7) and (A9) we get the

subsidiary condition

+" =0 at all tlmes (A13)

The free field commutation relations are

[Vv H) «Ap00] ■= -WSM)a*
' <A(»] =

W - [\«V W > - 0 • (A1U)

The commutation relations (Ali+) are consistent with the equations

of motion (A7) and (A9) as well as with the subsidiary condition

(A13).
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TABLS 1. Feynman Diagram in Momentum Representation for
Lagrangian (2.1) with replaced by

Element Graph Value

Internal Photon Line
M

D - - L S/c v £l<

Internal Meson

Line

3-Ver tex

U-Vertex

(AP)

oC

y't

(A

i(j\yn^i-eyL1-

- Svp f/x Pa +• Sap Pv^A +

V - - ce|^f/u (_£*A - S«P S VA)
~~ f\/ ^<S<*A SaP - <Sc*p SaA)
+ PA Svp - £<<V <Sap)

P|0 ^ S «CA S \) A -Si* V

^ ^ ^ ** SA^S S vp + <^/U ji S oCA S Vp
- £>V<* SA(S <5>AP ~ SV^3 So<ASaP

$a<x: S V A — %Mp> Spec S VA
■f S V/3 S|OoC SA A +• Sp/3 S>AA^

The weight of each diagram is s""^ where s is the number of diagrams
with identical topological structure.
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TABLE 2. Feynman Diagram in Momentum Space for Lagrangian (2+. 1)
with a Negative Metric.

Element Graph Value

Internal Photon - - t) — -i S/wj (kr)~~*
Line /« v

P I r
Internal Meson $ = c (_P%-**» [SmaSip
Line £&y>J (ApJ *-

-Sm p^fp/™1-
- £vp /»"x +~

hSvX P-S/^p £>VA P V1*1 X

-P^mA £V,° PVw x]
— i UfP
- t/Jx 1- hp fv^A + ^A f/^p
- 5/w.p <^VA P Z +-5/M.A S\)pP J
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TABLE 2 (Contd.)

Element Graph Value

3-Vertex

h-Vertex

yf &

h-

oC

V - Le c>tX S\)p - Sxp £ >jx) (f-f)A

— (j~ 1% ^ ~ (_£<*A S <<P S,ua) '
• |c*-sXfLp)v -o-%) W }—O/^vp
- Svoc^^O^-DCp^Oa^O-S^X ^
+ (Scc.u - S*n) S/jla)
+ 0~0 ^

— <^A\J SpjUi) (f ''t'PjpC

il — C e 0 ~ *Q S/UoC SAft b\Zf> + &Mp> ^AoC^Vp
- ^Vo< SA(J S/up — S v£A<* ^A*/9
"" ^/AoC Sp>/i ^VA — ^/Up £>p<*-^VA
+ by oC bp (I S/iA + byp bf>ot SaaJ
+ zcer^j~SAA bps) - bf>M SavJ Sotfl

All the diagrams are weighted as in Tahle 1.
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PART II

TUB MINIMAL 3LECTROMAGNATIC INTERACTIONS OF THS CHARGED

SPIN 2 FIFLD

Introduction

1}
The theory of higher spin fields was proposed by Dirac ,

Fierz^, and Fierz and Pauli-^. It was further developed and

simplified by the works of Rarita and Schwinger ', Gup^a ,

Moldaur and Case^, and Fronsdal^. In general, particles

with integral spin S ^1 are described by a symmetric tensor

field which satisfies the Klein-Gordan equation and a set of

subsidiary conditions. More explicitly, particles with

integral spin s are described by the following set of

equations:

(p-™yYMl- - ..jjl6 =. o ,

2/* YM iL-i. - ~ 0 t

(1.1)

(1.2)

'
(1.3)

where "*//Ml , > . is a symmetric tensor of rank s,

Dirac"^ was the first to discuss the interaction of these

higher spin fields with the Maxwell field. He introduced the

electromagnetic interaction by the gauge invariant replacement,

2/6 rfy __ — te CpM j where Cfjj, is the electro¬
magnetic potential, in the equation of motion as well as in the
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rf L
subsidiary conditions. The operators "/* and n do not,

in general, commute. So equations (1.1) and (1.2) become in¬
consistent with each other after the introduction of electro-

magnetic interactions. Then Fierz and Pauli-" proposed a

method of introducing the electromagnetic interaction with the

higher spin fields, which removes the inconsistency between the

field equations and the subsidiary conditions in the presence of

electromagnetic interactions. This method consists essentially

in finding a suitable Lagrangian from which all the subsidiary

conditions and the field equations can be derived with the

help of a variational principle; and then Introducing the

electromagnetic interaction in this Lagrangian. Fierz and

Pauli^ discussed explicitly the theory of the spin 2 field

Interacting with the Maxwell field, where they introduced in
the interaction Lagrangian a term containing the direct inter¬

action of the electromagnetic field with the spin 2 field,
besides those containing the minimal electromagnetic inter¬

action. Later, Federbush^, pointed out that the minimal

electromagnetic interaction of the spin 2 field is inconsistent,
a term in the interaction Lagrangian containing the direct

interaction of the spin 2 field with the electromagnetic field

being essential.

We have shown here that it is not necessary to introduce

in the interaction Lagrangian the direct interaction of the

spin 2 field with the electromagnetic field. One can deduce,
in the presence of minimal electromagnetic interactions, all
the subsidiary conditions which the spin 2 field should

satisfy and It Is only the minimal electromagnetic inter¬

action which is consistent.
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We have also found that there exists not only one Lagrangian

hut a one-parameter family of Lagrangians all of which are equally

suitable for the description of the spin 2 field. Corresponding

to the different values of the parameter A in the Lagrangian,

there exists a class of propagators for the spin 2 field;

hut the covariant commutation relations for the free field are

not dependent on the parameter A.

Finally, it has been shown that a consistent quantisation

of the spin 2 field in the presence of electromagnetic inter¬

actions is not possible; the equal time commutator between a

field variable and its hermitian conjugate, which is zero in

the absence of any interaction, does not vanish when the

electromagnetic interaction is switched on.

2.1. Lagrangian

The spin 2 field is defined by the following set of

equations^
/ p - w*-) Yjuy — 0 )

(2.1)

=. 0 >

(2.2)

Ymm - o , (2<3)

# After this work has been completed, Dr. S. Kamefuchi has
brought it to the notice of the author that it was pointed
out implicitly by Pronsdal7) also that there should exist a
two-parameter family of Lagrangians for the description of
Hu. Sf(nn i CuSe. j ^farf>y o it W'
FV •
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where is a symmetric tensor of rank 2. We shall show

that there exists a one-parameter family of Lagrangians from

which all the equations (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) can be derived
with the help of a variational principle. Let <£ be the

Lagranglan density of the system,

where \j/ — yyp.jm and A., B, C are arbitrary constants.
The equation of motion that follows from the Lagrangian (2.4)

is

V)
_ ^

By putting yu - ^ in equation (2.5) and summing over u we

get

Qt» + i) ^ Ufi + ny -h s= 0

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)
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Nbw differentiating equation (2,5) with respect to and

equation (2,6) with respect to *-V and adding the resultant

equations one obtains

- Cfi* A)] a
+ a + ^~! +

9* " 0 •

(2.7)

In equation (2,7) /) :£ —

If we put # z +• ft * *t) ' then equation (2,7)
reduces to

-f(+ +^1^, - 0l> ^ ^ u '

(2.8)

when ™ ^ (9 .

Again differentiating equation (2.8) with respect to

and subtracting the resultant equation from equation (2,6)

we get

+-A-|)(AA+2-)_I + £(_l-^(A + l)(^A+i)H+C^nY
-f (V 4<2) +2-)H y - Q

(2.9)

If (2 - 3/} +-2»/)- +-I and m ^p 0 » then equation (2.9)

gives

Y = 0 •

(2.10)

Now from (2,8) and (2,10) follows the other subsidiary condition!
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£ - 0
V-" ' (2.11)

and also by putting equation (2.10) and (2.11) in equation (2.5)

one obtains the Klein-Gordan equation for the spin 2 field.

Finally, the Lagrangian written with only one arbitrary

parameter is

. to?

9k-" 9k* OK* -g^u J
(2.12)

where /)- =£ — -L2-

If we put A • -1 In the above lagrangian and introduce a

symmetric traceless tensor field <*®flri03 by the relation

YmV = <p^ -(--JfS/iif Ya\ , (2a3)

and identify the field ^XK with a scalar field C, then the

Lagrangian (2.12) reduces to that obtained by Fierz and Pauli^

O*' WV^A) — ) (f/AVi A ; A)

+ 2. 9j«w ^ <pAv ^ t __x ^ t
9K-" 9** ?

^ * (2ll4)+-!£: .2^
9K-" 9K*
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If the field undergoes the transforation

—~> Wv ~ VVV + <2-£/uV Y
(2 *15)

where & is an arbitrary constant, then the Lagrangian (2.12)

and the field equations (2.5) remain invariant provided the

constant A is also transformed in the following way;

(2.16)

fh tU different values of the parameter A determine the proportion

in which the scalar field V is mixed up with the other fields

and as the Lagrangian is invariant under the transforations

(2.15) and (2.16), the dynamical variables such as the energy,

momentum will not depend on the values of A.

3. Electromagnetic Interactions

The minimal electromagnetic interaction is introduced in

the Lagrangian (2.12) by the gauge invariant replacement,
- > when operaties on

or (fj* =, 2* <pM when operates on f/uy) • Here
(jPjm is the electromagnetic potential.

The dynamic equation is given by

.

if
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t//v -i c^/ra yav -h/7v/ra yam) (_irxrrMyxv ffAflv ya/mj
"

+u»sin-jy«v)
" ™ £V- kv * v+ 2> A -hi) Yj - c

(3.1)

where

^/av - ^ V - "3 V^ ;

Also by putting = V In equation (3.1) and summing over A
one obtains

fipri\Yn +iC5»+|ji'V-^(atij«ir i(i
(3.2)

where $• - _L (2^

After the introduction of the electromagnetic interaction

it is no more possible to deduce the subsidiary conditions in

the form of equations (2.10) and (2.11). Nevertheless, one

can obtain ten equations containing only the first derivative

with respect to time of the field y^uv' an!* this shows that
the field has no more degrees of freedom than are necessary to

describe particles with spin 2. Three of the ten subsidiary
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equations are obtained from equation (3.1) by putting ju-i

flV ~~ Yxij 4 tf"k Ykl
- *■< Tf 4 +" =. O

(3.3)

where L)V~- \) z> ^ '

The fourth subsidiary condition is obtained by adding the

(H) Li) component of equation (1) to equation (2) f

+ *ifif<i (irt-n)
-

^ o

(3.4)

Applying the operators and £/)-+• l) /Ty , respectively,
to equations (3.1) and (3.2), and adding the resultant equations
we get

~ w YmV 'h-L;(3A-h'l>)/TvY^j-2-l-e (OvYVv
— ^ e Ym V -t 2-ie. f\-r£- AV fi~A.Y
f LcAfTx^-xvY - \Ce. A fy (J-M\)Y) (TMQ/omY^M)
+ \Ctifa. YpM ) ■=■ 0 . ,



Squation (3#?) gives four more subsidiary conditions.

Again applying the operator ff\) to equation (3.5) and

comparing it with equation (3.2) another subsidiary condition

is obtained;

- \ +0 Y -<■'* ^ Ya\>
+- U Ify Yam +

ie y Aa Y ~ £ e2"/^ VA Y ^ O .

(3.6)

The tenth subsidiary condition is obtained by differentiating

equation (3.4) with respect to time.

4. Quantisation of Free Spin 2 Field.

4.1. Saual Time Commutation Relations

We define a field giv©n by

YlU. — d i IL tn y\ -y\. (4.1)

d-iU-Vn1* — ^ — iL SVfcwhere

The field ^as independent components and is indeed

characterised by spin 2 for three dimensional rotations. In the

canonical formalism the fields Ycif ? Yu * are
treated as dependent 'coordinates' and can be expressed in terms
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of the canonically independent variables and their conjugate

momenta with the aid of the following equations:*

= -Wt Tki
}

(4.2)

(U.3)

- - Yit
(k.b)

where //^>, is the momentum conjugate to the field variable
^ +

Yl>y

The momenta /7^ , and conjugate,
respectively, to the fields Ykh ' Ya and are
given by

if,di = -ti-OnrY- %3*r«) ,
(**♦5)

fill - 0 }

(4.6)

fqll = 0 •
(4.7)

By using the constraint equations (4.2), (4.3)» (4.4) and

(4.5) one obtains the following operator generator for an

infinitesimal variation of on a space-like surface (f :

* In most of the following we choose for convenience
A = -1 .
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— 17 ^ J)4.y\ U-Y S YkY '
(U.8)

where

JUhK-Y - SI-KSXT +■ (^AjLK.rn -h ^aKn)
- Sjtr 2-1 2 •*

and ArJLKrvy is ®iven *JT

$ JLV-rt\ - ^jl^U. ^Jg-^Tr^'n — ^ Q '■JVH J ^0* ~ ^ ^

The commutation relations may now "be derived with the aid

of the generator (U.8)^^. Thus, we find

fnl 09 j fit* (9] = t , (It. 9)

where

FY™ -tu =? +■ St* 2 (- ^ ™ I** ** +- Tj "L-

- 4r £•>»* 2/ 2™ A»i 1"— -t SY2* 2 (. /™ 1"— -L £u 2-* 3 ™ /*^
H H i

- -L 2t £)•>% ^ — 7- >, SY-~ 2 *-J

(U.9a)
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The commutation relations for the kinematically dependent

components of the field are given by

[y,C OJ > y4 (y)]= ^jl_s^ 9t-/. t + j_ i i
- 1 Si™ 2*./™1- + i- s,™ 2k 9"1-/™ 1 _ 'flSti-x)

- L^n, "2- ^-L ^X>1 2)'I_

{h.io)

(U.ll)

[,w'^ - " r-
(4.12)

2X3k S^-yJ

f/tvW,r.,W] = V/-^3Vo*3JS^-,i M ,l ^ 3 y ' (U.13)

jV^) - Yfi)J _ 0 ,

[^n™+W ; Ym (?)] _ o ,

(u. 1*0

^u+ £*•] > (?)] ~ "0 ,

£^4" =. o ,

[Y*^O) ; Y-<i, 00] =• 0

(U.lUa)

(U.lUb)

(U.lUc)

(U.U+d)

It may be noted that in spite of the non-local character of the

constraint equations, all the components of the field satisfy
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local commutation relations.

J+.2. The Covariant Commutation Relations and the Propagators

The wave equation (2.5) can he written in the form:

A/xVfATpA — ^ ;
(U.15)

where

— (^Ap/uSp V +-^A3V ^f>M J
— ft Sxp 3/ 3v - A^a^V - & $/a\> o -t- Sap vj
a- (AAVA*-^ , 3) = (a/tViA+zj ,

(U.15a)

As the wave function YpA should satisfy the Klein-0-ordan
equation, there exists an inverse operator JL^^'pA which
obeys the relation

<4u'VVA Aacv^A = (p-™l)(S«vSv,v +-S^'v^V) ,,v y •(U.16)

The operator JL/u'v^f3 A is a function of the derivation
operators ^ and the highest order of such operators
appearing in Jt/u,^'p \ is fourth as the maximum value of
the spin of the particles described by the wave function

is 2. Let the operator J[Mbe given by
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(^mVPA ^ (j*. 3/uV/>A lo £a*V> ^V'A -f & Sm1 A S V'/°
t i SmV 2/>2a +• e. S^f }o'2a <V'A 3>>'3/>
■f 3 (Sv'p <5/U.'3 A + ^ ^v'A<3/U'3/> +■ 3^'3v'
+• ^ Q S/w'v ' <^/° A -h K Q ^ ^ 'A -+- ^ G S/U'a V> 'a

+■ W h ' if> 2 A -h >» □ SMV ^A +- 0 D 2V'?A
+ "f- □ <WA 3v ' 3p "H&DSv'p^'dA -h Y dS v'A 2>*Of
+- ^ a Spa 2/A 13v' + -t H^Sm'S)1 SfA + u azSM'P ^ 'A
+ va^SM'A £v'f j

(U.17)

Now using the values of the operators A and

A-AlV P A given, respectively, by equations (U.15a) and
(I4..I7) one obtains from equation (U.l6)

Ax v'f A — P 5v A -hc^/WASvi0—<£** -J S f>\
oS

- d^/w. p 3v 2A /w1 - ^^cA 2V 3^ 1
— <5vf 3/tc P A /-m 7-- ^VA 3/u <5/°/rn



+• \ <$W dp dh /™1 + % S/»A aWv//^ -t-*L <5/° 3*/* ^
o>

+ p^j^A +^a3^3V

(I+.X8)

The commutation relations and the expressions for the propa¬

gators are given hy^i0''

[Y,«vO) ; YflCj] = J*Mf\ A (*.-») ,

<^o| T (t«vW T/A 0>) ) I °^> = ^"V/>A ApC*--*) J

where

A = -c (9 rr a) ik C*.-y) „
* S(k\m>-)*Ck'Jd<lK

A 0 (a. y) = -c / 2-n) ^ t kJ *
;

|tS k*k* , =. Jlik(-cJUt)
As (n - *>A^ A £x.-^ r= O | the conmitation relations
are not dependent on A,
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5.1. Quantisation of the Spin. 2 Field in the Presence of

the Electromagnetic Interaction

Let us assume that it is possible to quantise consistently

the spin 2 field in interaction with the electromagnetic field

and the follov/ing are the commutation relations on a space-like

surface:

£ Yi £*) > (?) ] — L ^ Pt'-m -c-y\ +• Q t\* A.y\ | £ ) j
(5.1)

[r?H> ^»^)] = 4 -

r- ! V+ -1 {5-2^
0 OJ J^ W] = 0 ;

+. (5.3)

(5.U)

[rN, Wj = c/„4.^^ fa.,j

(5.5)

+- <U* ^ £(>-y) ^
(5.6)

where
^ * f ^ ■»" , +

■ 7)
2^ = ?-/r/rr~

^ * tr . —* .. + C • 7 (3.rr/YiS&^ +ir*Tu £<•' ^
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I fid - ?-/T,Yc«, -lUYmS;™
1- IT^"fit Si- 1 , (5.8)

^ +"
The momenta //t'»w and jf/t%* reduce, respectively, to
^ 2- t- J-t
/7jm aid fl[r^ when the interaction is switched off. The

quantities Qc-ml n , and /2,jfvi are
functions of (p and ^-tk. , so that they vanish when there
is no electromagnetic interaction and the commutation relations

(5.1) - (5.6) reduce to the free field commutation relations.

In the presence of the electromagnetic interaction the

equations which are analogous to equations (U.2) and (U.3)

are, respectively,

f-iirV ™i) Yu = -iTkftY*?^ (5.9)

and

l.If*, flue — /KkYki, + Yu? - k it J-Cli f-ti
' (5.10)

where

~ \ C fl~k. — £ik U — l<- vfki J

Similarly,

= _ff*nc*Y^+-
J

i n*ITu - Ac* Yic^ - Yci

(5.11)

(5.12)
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where

fret*. — (j^^ck * (fi* ftk* - ^ %'LU- fl"* +-i-e<$-u.L j .

So, we get the following commutation relations:

jjYu £*) ) ^ ° J (5'13)

[tu (?) > ^ tO] - 0
and

*

friK. W ; A*-t(.0 Y^tOl
- 60 [tfkW > ft? COJ
f -L c

2. 4SM 0?)Of£0 ["TO (•*), YsOtO]
4- -fc e -f»4 (*J fli CO [^(,; ; ^J]

6*0 nVtO (VtO , COJ
^ ^ «i CO //"/CO [r 00 , nil £0 ]

-jz. 0 .

+ ie
+ t

(5.1*0

Equation (5.15) shows that the operators

do not coiuaute on a space-like surface.

(5.15)

Vc^ and
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5.2. Equal Time Commutation Relations between Two Field

Variables In the Presence of Interactions,

In this section we shall show that if the free field

commutator between two operators vanishes on a space-like

surface, then it should vanish on a space-like surface in

the presence of interaction also.

Let us consider a set of free field operators which

satisfy the wave equation

0
, (5.16)

where /\ fl is a function of the derivation operators
The covariant commutation relations between the operators

(kJ are given by

[' (5*17)?

where

A<*p> <£pr =. ™ "*-) ? <* r j

m is the mass of the particle described by the wave functions

oi. (?•) •

In general the operators (QotAare made up of two sets
of field quantities J £, , 61^9 & y # ^ » the
canonically independent coordinates and (9>ya-\ • &y\ + i~ y

Q t the dependent variables which can always be expressed• • •,
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in terms of the canonically independent field variables and

their conjugate momenta. So the equal time commutation

relations between the canonically independent components are

- 0 (5>13)

where

eC, ft = I; 2., 3, - - , * .

It may so happen that the equal time commutation relations

between some of the dependent variables also vanish.

- o , (5>i9)

where

an* > +) and &$ (jLj *) are dependent coordinates.
Now we shall show that the commutation relations (5.18)

and (5.19) are true in the presence of interaction also. The

equation of motion for the interacting fields 6LocC>J in

the Heisenberg picture are

Up(?) £?& = (5.20)

where

JiW =
2̂ &«.(>)^
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and is the interaction Lagrangian density.

3y integrating the equation (5.20) we get^

w;rpH^' >

(5.21)

where

&*[*") - (*°) Hs> - pc f

A^Y<^ (x -x') — | +• -6 *9

and

(?/* 1 s given by equation (3.17).
The operators satisfy the equation of

motion (5.16) and the free field eormmtation relations (5.17)»

(5.18) and (5.19). The canonically independent components of

the in-operators are related with the Heisenberg

operators $ ^ (W) by the following unitary transformation:

U(+) &«(*,*) U-'Cir) =

(5.22)

where ^ = l, 1, S , _ -- j h .

The unitary operator lift) is given by

l^; = HlWUW , (5>23)
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H,W= J h,(-» ,+)<*>* ,
is the interaction Hamiltonia n.

For the dependent components of the field we have the following

relations:

(5.2U)

where Y=. vi -hi , >t+-2., - - -

and *s a functional of the fields $><**(£.)+) .

According to a general theorem proved in ref. (10) the

expectation value of the operators $y C*'^) or any

functional no^ dependent on the

surface term $*(?&>*') • rule is that for the calculation
of expectation values of (?k) one can write

4 ( &l (» , *) ) | > = „ Ll<y ^ ^ K,W | ^ ^

(5.25)

where u'W is now given hy

:
(5.26)

and

A(*) = fa> O'tM'a , is the interaction Lagrangian,

so we get from equations (5.19) and (5.25)
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= * *."(*>*)] a'«l> (5.27)

The relation (5.27) is true in all the representations which are

related, to each other by unitary transformations, which means

that the commutator itself is zero >

$7+0^> gs(£,+)]•=. O . (5.28)

Equation (U.ll+d) shows that the free field operators YmT
and "Y-tt/ commute on a space-like surface and in section (5.2)
we have proved that the commutator between these two Operators does

not vanish on a space-like surface in the presence of electro¬

magnetic interactions, so this is inconsistent according to the

results derived in this section.

5.3. Discussion

In section (5.1) we have assumed that the commutation

relations (5.1), , (5.6) may contain quantities which are

functions of the electromagnetic field, but the result obtained there

is not dependent on this assumption. As long as equations (5.10)

and (5.12) contain both the field$ Yen (YCk^J and its
conjugate momenta iTCft (j^tk J » 'the commutator between
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the fields YiV ama Yk'j would not vanish on a

space-like surface. One may try to remove this inconsistency

by introducing in the Lagrangian the direct interaction of the

electromagnetic field strength with the spin 2 field, "but then

the theory would be inconsistent in the classical level. It

would no more be possible to derive all of the ten subsidiary

conditions. This inconsistency in the quantisation of the spin

2 field in interaction with the electromagnetic field demonstrated

in sections (5.1) and (5.2) can be shown to be true for any

integral spin field with s > 1.

That a consistent quantisation of the higher spin fields

with s > 1, both integral and half integral, is not possible,

was pointed out first by Kusaka and Weinberg in their unpub¬

lished work^2^. They claimed that the ( anti-)commutator between

two field operators in the presence of an external electromagnetic

field is non-local and does not vanish on a space-like surface.
(12}

Johnson and 8udarshanx ' have quantised explicitly the spin

72 field in interaction with the external electromagnetic field

and found that the anticommutator between any two field operators

is always local, but these commutation relations are inconsistent

with the requirement of the positive definiteness of the anti-

comrautator between a field operator and its hermitian conjugate.
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